Goodman defrost board wiring diagram

Slim P-Series ductless heat pumps and air conditioners are compact yet powerful, offering
unrivaled energy efficiency and design flexibility. Their advanced technology has been
designed and tested to withstand the extremes of the Canadian climate in order to deliver a
reliable and proven climate control system that you can trust all year round. Slim P-Series is the
ductless solution for demanding environments that require an efficient and reliable heating or
cooling system. P-Series ductless systems are stylish, compact, and more attractive than
traditional systems. Advanced technology also means your Mr. Slim ductless system will run
more efficiently than a conventional unit, saving you from rising energy costs. The CITY MULTI
S series for small applications and Y series for large applications make use of a two-pipe
refrigerant system, which allows for system changeover from cooling to heating, ensuring that a
constant indoor climate is maintained in all zones. Ecodan air source heat pumps use 1kW of
electrical energy input and take 2. This heats refrigerant in the system which in turn heats water
for domestic hot water and space heating. Flexibility to create very large systems. Sanitary
water heating has suitable applications in: hotels and motels, apartments, commercial kitchens
and laundries, office buildings, food processing industry, heat recovery from air conditioning
systems into sanitary water storage, and direct sanitary water heating is also possible. Can be
combined to max. Before taking measures, make sure that the symptom reappears for accurate
troubleshooting. Self check table. When the indoor unit has started operation and the above
detection method has detected an abnormality the first detection after the power ON , the indoor
electronic control P. Even if these items are checked, when the unit does not recover from the
trouble, stop using the air conditioner and consult your dealer. Please wait. Symptom: The airfl
ow direction changes during operation. The direction of the horizontal vane cannot be adjusted
with the remote controller. Since this is completed in max. When the outside temperature is too
low and humidity is too high, frost is formed. When the main power is turned off without
stopping the unit with the remote controller and is turned on again, the unit starts operation
automatically in the same mode as the one set with the remote controller just before the shutoff
of the main power. Symptom: The indoor unit which is not operating becomes warm and a
sound, similar to water fl owing, is heard from the unit. Symptom: When heating operation is
selected, operation does not start right away. Symptom: The display on the remote controller
does not appear or it is dim. The indoor unit does not respond to the remote control signal. This
sound is also heard when the outside air blows into the drain hose in case the outside wind is
strong. FCU runs n filter clean. Outdoor unit appears in good condition with no corrosion. Any
Techs out there have any idea or where to go from here. Would be much appreciated as single
mum with little funds n hot Christmas looming. Any help appreciated! Your email address will
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browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Duplicate address Lossnay units attached with the same address - change addresses and reset the units power.
Hardware error of transmission processor Lossnay - check comms wiring, and for possible
Lossnay board fault. Communication error with communication processor - Lossnay address
not transmitted - check M-Net voltage. Noise interference. Start-up time over. The unit has failed
to initialise after power up. Serial communication error. Comms error between boards on
outdoor unit caused by M-Net interface board incorrectly fitted. Non-defined error code. Noise
interference - power down outdoor unit for 30 seconds then switch back on. Remote controller
communication error - check wiring, connections and comms voltage. Remote controller issue if grouped, check addressing. If twinned, check wired to master indoor only. Remote controller
issue - not transmitting - if grouped, check addressing. If twinned check wired to master indoor
only. Remote controller issue - not receiving - if grouped, check addressing. Drain pump being
wired into S1 and S2 causes interference. Possible defective board. Reverse phase detection -

check power supply, try swapping 2 phases round. L3 phase open - check power supply, also
check for open circuit protection devices. Two or more protection devices are open - check
protection devices for disconnection or contact failure. Return air thermistor fault TH1 - check if
TH1 disconnected or open or close circuit. Liquid pipe thermistor fault TH2 check if TH2
disconnected or open or close circuit. Dirty filters. Fan motor problem. Abnormal pipe
temperature - mainly caused by refrigerant leakage. Possibility that the thermistor mounted
incorrectly. Disconnected from the board. High pressure trip - outdoor fan failure, blocked coil,
blockage in the system, blocked filters on indoor in heating etc. High discharge temperature compressor over heating due to lack of refrigerant, faulty thermistor, high ambient running
conditions. Can also be caused by 49C comp inner thermostat or external Klixon tripping.
Inverter heat sink temperature too high TH8 - check for lack of air flow around heat sink, no
silicone paste, faulty thermistor temperature can be read from service tool or PAR21 on power
inverter model. Compressor over current - carry out inverter output test and electrical checks to
the compressor. Drain fault - unit has detected high condensate - check for blockage in drain or
tray, pump failure or sensor fault. Potential board issue. General causes are outdoor unit
tripped, problem with refrigerant charge or lack of air flow at the indoor unit. TH2 faulty or not
mounted correctly. Reverse phase on mains supply - change phases around, check for potential
board problem. Outdoor coil thermister is open or short circuit may be disconnected or outdoor
board fault. Comms fault between boards - check inverter error detail for which 2 boards, check
transformer, bus voltage and inter-connecting cables. High compressor discharge temperature.
Short of refrigerant. Discharge thermistor. Preliminary heat exchanger gas temperature sensor
fault - check thermistors 10a and 10b. Low pressure fault 63L operation low pressure sensor
sensing less than 1 bar immediately before starting. High pressure fault - check pressure in
system for more than 29 bar Rc 38 bar RA. Check high pressure sensor against gauge pressure.
System overcharge. Abnormal low compressor superheat - discharge thermistor TH4. High
compressor shell temp - check for shortage of gas, insufficient indoor index running comms
room units. Suction pressure abnormal - generated by low pressure sensor detecting a vacuum
- check for blockage, closed valve or sensor fault. Compressor over current protection on Mr
Slim with M-net interface - check inverter or compressor. Open phase fault - check power
supply and noise filter for loss of phase, check wiring and fuses. Reverse phase fault - check
phase rotation, loss of phase through the noise filter, fuse blown and high pressure switch open
at power on. Over current protection on DOL compressor - check power supply, contactor and
compressor. Fan motor abnormal - check fan motor and board relates to indoor unit or Lossnay
unit. Compressor over current problem - check inverter balance. Compressor and inverter. Low
inverter board BUS voltage. Less than VdcDC is detected. High temperature on heat sink on
inverter - check for blockages in air duct, failure of INV fan or failure of thermistor. Fan inverter
heat sink overheat protection. Reduced airflow through heat sink. THHS thermistor problem.
Over current protection. If high current is detected for more than 10 minutes - check inverter
balance. Possible ACCT current sensor fault. Inverter IPM problem. Compressor lock - check
inverter balance. Inverter cooling fan problem - if high static fan is used then check that SW is
on. Preliminary inverter heat sink overheat protection. Repeat address fault - two or more units
are assigned the same address - correct the repeated address. Polarity setting error - no voltage
or short circuit on the m-net transmission line. Hardware error of transmission processor.
Polarity problem on TB7. Bus circuit busy - check if indoor unit, Lossnay unit or anything else
has been wired into TB7, instead of TB3. K control communication error - R22 type unit
connected onto M-Net circuit comms error. K control duplicate address error - two or more R22
type units connected onto M-Net circuit with the same address. K abnormality - inner thermostat
function, discharge temperature abnormality, shell thermostat function, over current protection.
Error in number of connected units - loss of M-Net voltage short or break , no power to BC,
wrong SW5 setting on box, wrong box type. Port setting error - check if too much capacity on a
single port, wiring SW2 setting, wrong SW14 setting or wrong units on a box when using
multiple boxes. Remote control sensor fault - SW1 - 1 on and no controllers fitted or faulty
remote controller. Low pressure switch failure - check connection on the board and continuity
of switch. High pressure switch failure - check connection onto board and continuity of switch.
Both pressure switch contacts are open at the same time - check connection onto board and
continuity of switch and for a potential board failure. Ecodan high pressure fault - mainly
caused by incorrect water flow rates - check with flow setter. Ecodan high compressor
discharge temperature - mainly caused by refrigerant shortage or dirty condenser. Ecodan fan
motor problem - mainly caused by DC fan motor being disconnected, connected or obstructed
with the power on or possible main board fault. Over voltage or under voltage - mainly caused
by either CN2 or CN5 loose or disconnected or decrease of mains power supply. Abnormal
running current - 40A detected during operation - check CN5 connections. Over current

detected after 30 seconds of operation - do an inverter test to determine outputs balanced.
Non-defined error code - noise interference - power down Ecodan for 30 seconds then switch
back on. Serial communication fault between Ecodan main board and Ecodan inverter board mainly due to loose CN2 or CN5 cable. Over heating at heat exchanger - lack of water flow, air in
the system, flow rate incorrectly set, blockage or pump problem. No temp change at plate heat
exchanger - problem with flow rate too high - incorrect sizing of system. Low pressure fault low pressure sensor sensing less than 1 bar immediately before starting. High pressure fault check system pressure exceded Low inverter board BUS voltage - less than Vdc is detected
during in inverter operation - check mains supply. Over current protection - inverter IPM
problem or compressor lock - check inverter balance. ACCT sensor over current detection
Water supply cut-off flow switch has been triggered - check flow switch and wiring. High
pressure fault - check water flow, possible high pressure sensor fault LEV fault. Air to
refrigerant heat exchanger inlet temperature - check TH4 main circuit. High pressure sensor or
high pressure fault - check 63HS sensor or 63H hp switch. Mis-Wiring or serial signal. Outdoor
unit does not operate. When the serial signal form the outdoor unit is not received for a
maximum of 6 minutes. Out door control system. When it cannot properly read data in the
nonvolatile memory of the inverter P. Check the blinking pattern of the LED on the inverter P.
Indoor coil thermistor. Room temperature thermistor. Indoor unit and outdoor unit do not
operate. When the indoor coil or the room temperature thermistor is short or open circuit.
Indoor fan motor. When the rotational frequency feedback signal is not emit during the indoor
fan operation. Out door power system. When it consecutively occurs 3 times that the
compressor stops for overcurrent protection or start-up failure protection witth in 1 minute after
start-up. Outdoor thermistors. When the outdoor thermistors short or open circuit during the
compressor operation. Other abnonmality. An abnormality other than above mentioned is
deteced. Confirm the abnormarity in detail using the failure mode recall function. Abnormality of
comp. Abnormality of outdoor fan motor rotational speed. Protection from overheat operation
TH3. Compressor overcurrent breaking Start-up locked. Compressor overcurrent breaking.
Abnormality of current sensor P. Abnormality of power module. Abnormality of room
temperature thermistor TH1. Indoor drain overflow protection. Verify device temperature is
within operating range. If within range for at least 30 minutes and problem persists, replace
Remote Controller. Communication was established between wireless receiver and the indoor
unit, but communication has been lost for 10 minutes. Check cable connection. Try replacing
the cable. Low signal strength. Move wireless device to a different location and try again.
Problem : I purchased a new programmable thermostat. My thermostat wiring only has only
three wires. The thermostat instructions call for a red power wire, a yellow, green, and white
wire. My three wire colors are White, Yellow, and Green. How do I wire this thermostat up?
Answer : Please always take a picture or mark the wires with tape or labels as to which terminal
they were connected to on the old thermostat before thermostat removal. I would be able to help
you easily if I had a picture to see where the wires were hooked up to the old thermostat. Do you
have both heating and cooling? The thermostat acts as a switch, like a light switch. The Red to
white switch turns on the heat. Red to Green turns on the fan, Red to Yellow turns on the air
conditioner. The main question would be do you have air conditioning? One of the wires has to
be the hot wire coming from the power side of your low voltage transformer. This power wire is
usually the Red wire. The color might not be red, but maybe they, the installer, used another
color for the hot wire. You would need to look at your low voltage transformer, trace the wire
down that is coming out of the transformer to determine the color. Below we have a very
informative Youtube Video made by grayfurnaceman which explains thermostat wire color
codes. We also have another really good video made by David Jones which shows how to wire
up a thermostat. These universal wire color designations have been used by heating and air
conditioning professionals for many years. You should be able to use this wire color code for
installing Nest, Honeywell, Ecobee, and just about any thermostat. If you have a heat pump
thermostat and if you have questions about wiring a heat pump thermostat then please click
here where we have a post with YouTube videos that show how to wire a heat pump thermostat.
If you have any other questions please feel free to email us: support arnoldservice. Hi Steve,
Thank you for all your help! According to the Nest compatibility tool, my upstairs thermostat is
compatible and I was able to replace it with the Nest Learning Thermostat. The first two photos
are of my thermostat downstairs the teal wires. The last two photos are of the upstairs
thermostat I was able to replace for reference 3 wires. Also, is there some way I can use the
three wires to install ecobees? Any help you can offer would be appreciated! Hi Roman! Thanks
so much for your kind words. I would suggest that you make sure that the downstairs
thermostat is a volt thermostat. The picture looks like it could be a high voltage volt thermostat
wires and of course, the Nest and Ecobbe would not work with a volt system. I have never had

any experience with installing the Nest or Ecobee. We do not sell them so I am sorry, but I can
not give you any advice other than to make sure the downstairs thermostat is a volt system.
Sorry that I can not be of any help. Hello Steve â€” Thank you for responding to these
questions. The Nest thermostat requires a C wire. Any idea how I can tell what these four wires
actually are and if any of them are the C wire? Hi Kevin! From looking at the picture it looks like
you have just a plain heating thermostat. More than likely the intertwined black and red wires
are the hot volt wire and the yellow and green go to your gas valve or electric heat sequencer to
turn the heat off and on. I do not know how your heating is set up so I can not be certain, but
you should be able to use one of the wires for a C, common wire if you can find out where the
wires terminate down at your furnace and if they are used to control your furnace or not. The
red could go to the hot side of your low voltage transformer and one of the other color wires
could go to the common of the low voltage transformer. Sorry that I can not be of much help
because I can not see how they have your system wired. The video in the post should explain
how the wire colors are normally, rule of thumb connected. Steve- Thanks so much for the fast
response! Have Lennox furnace 14 years old. Replacing old thermostat with Nest E. Old
thermostat has red, yellow green and white. I know to hook them to the appropriate terminals on
the Nest. I checked control board on furnace and blue is connected to c teminal along with a red
wire on c terminal. Can I connect the blue wire to the Nest C terminal or do I need a jumper wire
from red on thermostat along with the blue wire together and connect to c on Nest? Hi Rick! I
know nothing about wiring the Nest thermostat, but if the blue wire is connected to C on your
control board then you can ensure that it is the common wire by using a voltmeter, disconnect
the R and C wires on your thermostat I know you say the blue wire was loose already. If you get
24 to 28 volts AC between R and C blue then you can pretty much be sure that the blue wire is
connected to the C common terminal on your control board and if the Nest thermostat has a C
terminal then that blue wire can be connected to the thermostat and provide 24 volts to the
thermostat. I hope this helps you out. Do not jumper between R and C because this would be a
direct short to ground and burn all your low voltage controls up if they are not protected by a
low voltage fuse. It would be very costly! Sometimes on the thermostats, they jump between R
and RC. R is the power wire from your low voltage transformer and you would need a jumper to
power the thermostat RC when you are in air conditioning or cooling mode. If you do not jump R
and RC on the thermostat the thermostat would not work in the cooling mode. Do not jump R
and C on the thermostat because this would be a direct short and not good. God Bless You.
Clearly, my issue defies any and all logic. We have an old Empire wall heater with a dedicated
propane tank outside that previously had an old Hunter digital thermostat. The heat worked
sometimes, sometimes not. I am aware that the fan went on after awhile, maybe ten minutes
after the heat came on, as this is supposed to. As a test, upon disconnecting the old Hunter
thermometer, I touched the one red wire and the white wire, and just as expected the heat came
right on. This seemed like such an easy fix, yes? It is the thermometer, of course! I connected
the red to red and the white to white. Hmmmâ€¦ next, I bought another cheaper non-digital
thermometer, a Honeywell CT Yet, when I try touching the red and white wires together, the heat
comes on fine. When I said, my issue defies all logic, this is what I mean. If the red and white
wires, when touching turns on the heat just fine, it is a thermostat issue, right? I was told that
either one of the Honeywell thermometers both are non-digital should work just fine. Do you
have any ideas what I can try next? Hi Marco! Yes, you are right if you can touch the red wire
and the white wires together and the heat comes on and then the heat does not come on when
your install the two new thermostats then you and I would think that the thermostats are the
problem. If your old thermostat was set up to turn the blower on with the heat then make sure
that the new thermostats are set up to turn the blower on when the heat comes on. Some
electric heater furnaces are set up to turn the blower on when the heat is energized. Sorry that I
can not give you a definite solution to the problem. Please let us know when you find the
solution so I can let others know. Steve, thank you for your prompt reply. BUTâ€¦ I later
discovered something in the more low-end thermostat CT30 that was not alluded to in the
instructions or manual. Evidently, there is a tiny, almost imperceptible piece of paper that you
are supposed to pull out of the unit, that is under the plastic cover. Kind of like when you are
unboxing a TV remote that comes with a new battery. That piece of paper that you pull out to
leave one of the battery terminals bare. Well, this tiny little piece of paper less than a half cm
wide needs to be pulled out for the thermostat to be operational! Why do they not allude to this
in the instructions? Anyway, thanks again. I still have no clue why the first thermostat did not
work. Fantastic Marco! So glad you were able to find the problem with the thermostat battery
activation cover! Thanks so much for sharing your experience and letting me know what the
problem was. We will leave the fist Honeywell CT87K as an unsolved mystery. Maybe you just
received a bad thermostat. Who knows. I have a 3 wire red, green, white heat-only setup. The

problem is now I can no longer run my fan independently. Is there any way I can regain
independent fan control without running a 4th wire from the thermostat to furnace? For
example, could I use an add-a-wire kit to split any of my existing wires? Hi Jason! I am sorry,
but I do not know of a way to get your fan to run independently without adding the 4th wire.
Thanks for asking that question. Sorry for the bad news. I have a very similar setup. Could I ask
what thermostat you used? Thank you in advance. Hi Darrel! I believe this was a Honeywell
thermostat in the videos. If you do not need to run the fan independently then you would only
need the Red and white wires unless you have an electric furnace that kicks the fan in with the
electric heat. The red transformer power wire and white gas valve or electric heat wires would
be all that you would need. There should be instructions on how to set the thermostat up to
energize the G green wire with electric heat if you do have electric heat. If you have air
conditioning you will need the Y yellow and G green fan wires. If you need to send pictures
please send them to our email address: arnoldservice gmail. Trying to add my trusty Honeywell
RTHWF When I match the wiring with no jumper between Y and W and I connect the Blue wire to
C because I assume the blue is current , no matter what I set the thermostat to, forced heat or
heat pump with and without back up heat, I only get heat blowing out. I emailed a photos of the
old thermostat and the new thermostat to arnoldservice gmail. Hi Dean! I am sorry, that I will not
be able to help you out or advise you because I do not know where your thermostat wires
terminate. I have never seen a Honeywell round thermostat where the Y and W are jumped. You
would need to trace each of your thermostat wires down at the furnace or air handler and see
where they are connected then use the instruction book that came with your new RTHWF
thermostat to connect the wires correctly. I am very sorry that you wasted your time writing to
me and I am very sorry that I can not give you any advice. Hi my name is Ray just bought a
honey well non program thermostat 4 wires 2 red 2 black l have to white and 2 black wires
house is connected white to red and black to black did not turn on help! Hi Ray! You would
need to trace your wires and see where they terminate in your furnace. It would be a guess for
me if I recommended how to wire your new thermostat. I would start with the red wire connected
to R. The R connection should be the power from your low voltage transformer. For cooling the
thermostat makes connections between R, Y, and G. Y connects to the outdoor contactor and G
connects to your indoor fan relay on your furnace or air handler. I hope that you can easily find
and fix the problem. The key is finding out which color wires you have and where they go to
which control. Best of luck! My lux geo comes with a box that powers the fan and provides
power to the thermostat. The box connects to the 2 correct wires on the furnace itself after
decoding the single wire from the thermostat. I have a observer thermostat that im replacing for
a honeywell pro series. I did the wires as descrived but nothing come on. The other problem i
have is i dont have a yellow wire it look gray or drak silver but in the observer thermostat it was
conected on a terminal with letter DX- i look in the diagram for it and say is the yellow but when
i conected to the honeywell yellow terminal nothing work. Can you give me some help with the
problem please. Hi Jossy! I am very sorry, but I do not know anything about how the observer
thermostat is wired. If the description and Youtube video that we have in this post did not help
you out then I can not help. I am very sorry that I can not make any recommendations other than
tracing the thermostat wires to their origin. The G connection should start your blower fan relay.
I hope you can get this figured out. If you want to send me pictures of how your old thermostat
was wired then please do. Our email address where we can receive pictures would be
arnoldservice gmail. I hope you have a great day! I do not know where to hook up my wires. I
have the two I listed above plus a orange and green wire. Any help? Hi Jim! I am sorry, but I
have no idea how a thermostat could use only two wires to control both the heat and AC unless
it is on a hot and cold water circulation system. I am sorry that I am not familiar with those
thermostats that you have and I can not be of any help. Its one of the stats that have 2 wire
going to the display on the wall down to the other part of the stat usually just a Grey box with a
board and terminals. Than 5 wire going from that remote box to the furnace. Hi Bob! I am very
sorry, but I have not had any experience with the 2 wires going to the display and with the
thermostat wiring that you described. I am sorry that I can not give you any advice. I connected
those wires to respective slots. The problem is the air handler is working but not the condenser
outside the house. I would really appreciate if you can guide me.. Hi Sam! I really do not
understand how they could wire up a furnace and air conditioner with 3 wires unless your old
thermostat energized the fan automatically in both the heating and cooling mode. You might
check the installation manual and see if your new thermostat can energize the fan in both the
heating and cooling mode. This is most commonly used on electric heat furnaces. Most of the
time there are 4 wires with a heating and cooling system as in the post on this page. Red is the
power wire on the R terminal, Green is the fan relay wire that powers your blower fan on the G
terminal. You will need to see which of the three wires goes to your outdoor unit then install that

wire on the Y terminal on your thermostat. I am sorry that I can not be of much help. I am sorry
â€” the thermostat is for AC unit only. AC is stand alone and it has three wires red, green and
white. If the thermostat is for AC only and if the thermostat was wired according to the rule of
thumb on thermostat wiring. I hope you can get it working soon! Hi PJ! I am very sorry, but I am
not familiar with the Honey thermostat that you have. With 6 wires it sounds like you have a heat
pump. I am very sorry that I can not be of much help. In the wall its green into y white into w and
red into rc. And there is a black wire and white in the wall do I need to pull the white wire out
and plug it into C on the wall terminal? Hi Matt! I am sorry I am not familiar with a T5 Smart
Thermostat. I am so sorry, but this is too complex for me to comment. I am afraid that I will burn
your low voltage controls up if I advise you wrong. You will need to use a voltmeter to test and
see which are the two wires from the transformer R and C common. Dear Mr. Good Morning. In
these times of need for isolation due to Covid19, I find myself in a situation where I need help. I
am replacing the air conditioning thermostat in my house, but I am having difficulties. To
understand the problem, I will describe the previous thermostat and the current thermostat that
I want to install. Hi Estevam! Happy Easter! On Carrier heat pumps as far as I know the
reversing valve is energized in the cooling mode. There should be instructions in the manual to
tell you how to do that. I hope you have a great and blessed week! Thank you very much for the
prompt help that you have given to me. In times of so much crisis, finding people who think and
help other people is so good, it is so Christian, that I felt loved by your words and by your
gesture so altruistic. I thank you even more for the fact that the you have offered to help me on
a family feast day, like today, where we all celebrate Easter, or the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Thank you one more time. I will follow your directions faithfully. I will test and see if with these
clarifications I can solve the problem. Then, and I will give feedback to you on the result. I wish
the you and your family, also a happy Easter with the gracious presence of Christ. Thank you so
much and see you soon. Thank you so very much for all your kind words and blessings! Thank
you so very much for your inspirational words! You made my day more bright, hopeful and
happy that is for sure! From the looks of your wiring and if they went by the normal wire color
code of how heat pump wires should be wired then you should be able to get your thermostat
wired correctly. God bless you and your family today and always! I have the following situation:
I have a single stage Heat Pump. The AHU has an Em. Heat feature that has kicked in on a
couple occasions in the past year automatically. My question is where does the Brown â€” E
wire go? The new thermostat only has Y2 and a second R that are not connected to anything. Hi
Mike! It does not look like you have an emergency heat option on your new thermostat. If you
want to use the Emergency heat option where the thermostat turns the outdoor heat pump off
and runs entirely off an emergency, Aux heat source like all-electric heat then you will probably
need to get a new heat pump thermostat that has that option. I have a 1f White Rodgers that has
5 wires,which goes to which? Hi Heather! If you have 5 wires then more than likely you either
have a heat pump or have a C common wire. Without being there to see how the old thermostat
is wired up and where the wires are connected down in the furnace then it is a guess and
guessing where electricity is involved can cause lots of damage and cost if I advise you wrong.
If I advise you wrong it could burn up all your low voltage electrical parts like the thermostat,
control board, gas valve, etc. I am sorry, but I do not want to take this chance and responsibility.
If you do not understand the thermostat wiring Youtube videos in the posts then it would be
better if you get an HVAC tech or an electrician to help you figure out how to wire it up. I hope
you have a great day and weekend! Please help! We have a rheem R96V two stage furnace with
ac unit outside. Should I install new thermostat with Green wire to Y2 or to G location? Ecobee
support is telling me G location just like furnace. Hi Deborah! I am afraid to comment and help
you out without being there to trace down where the thermostat wires terminate. If I give advice
and it is wrong it could burn all your low voltage controls up and that would be terrible. Y2 on
most thermostats would normally be the 2nd stage of a two-stage air conditioner hook up. If you
have a two-stage air conditioner then this would activate the 2nd stage high cooling on the air
conditioner. Since you say that you have a two-stage furnace many times they have a two-stage
thermostat that kicks in the 2nd stage of heat high heat when needed by using a W2 connection
on the thermostat. If your thermostat was wired for a 2 stage furnace it would have a W1 and a
W2 most of the time. If I was doing this new thermostat install I would read the thermostat
instructions and trace the thermostat wires down to see where they terminate. I have no idea
why the green wire is attached to Y2 on the thermostat. The main problem is determining if you
have a C common wire or not. If the Ecobee requires a C common wire you will need to run that
up to the new Ecobee thermostat or the Ecobee will not work. That fact would be in your Ecobee
instruction manual. You might try to find Youtubes on how to install the Ecobee. I am a visual
learner and I really like the Youtubes. It would be best to contact me through email because
these answers can be pretty long and I can send pictures through my email. Thanks so much

Steve! I can send pictures to your email. The Green wire does attach at the G location on the
furnace, but not the thermostat. I emailed you with what I see from the thermostat and furnace
control board pictures that you sent. I hope that this helps. Steve, I recently switched my
thermostat with the nest. In the original Thermostat builder provided, Blue wire is connected to
w1 and the white wire is connected to c. I did exactly the same in nest thermostat and so far no
noticable issues! But many posts say white wire need to be connected to w1. Am I doing
something wrong!!! Could you help please. Hi Murlee! You are correct if the white wire was
connected to your C com terminal on your old thermostat then, yes you would connect the
same white wire to C on your new thermostat. Most of the time the white wire is connected to
W1, but some thermostat installers change the wire colors around to fit their own needs. I
always recommend checking how the thermostat wires are connected down at your air handler.
Thanks so much for asking this question! I hope you have a great and blessed day! There is a
white wire connected to the E terminal on the thermostat. Is this connect correct? I also have
blue, pink and brown wires that are not connected to any terminal. There is a black wire
connected to the C terminal. What are the blue, pink and brown wires for? Hi Ly! Most of the
time the W white wire is the auxiliary electric heat or what your auxiliary heat is gas or electric.
You would need to trace the wires down in your air handler to see what the blue, pink and
brown wires are used for. Many times contractors will run 8 to 10 wire thermostat cable and
there are 3 or 4 extra wires that will not be connected to anything. We have a really good post
and one really good YouTube video on the following page that I hope will help you out because
it explains the wiring on a heat pump thermostat. I have a 14 year old Ruud heat pump that is
connected to a 30 year old York electric furnace. Recently the outside unit has been running
none stop even when it was way too cold outside for it to work. The indicator light on the
thermostat is not on but the outside unit continues to run. I tried turning it off at the thermostat,
then the 3 breakers on the furnace but it would still not shutoff. I eventually turned it off by
flipping the 30 amp switch that supplies the power to the outside unit. Do you have any idea
what is happening here? I would also like to change the thermostat to a Honeywell Smart
Thermostat. My old one only has 3 wires connecting it to the control box on the furnace. What
do you think? Hi Dave! This sounds like the contacts on your contactor might be welded
together. If you have any questions please let me know. Steve, I took your advice and changed
the contactor, I did not change the thermostat. You were right Thanks , the heat pump went
back to normal, however I seam to have another problem. The unit is cycling on and off too
frequently. It runs for 20 minutes and them shuts off for 5 minutes and then starts up again.
Sorry to hear that you are still having problems with your heat pump. You would need to find
out what device is causing the heat pump to shut off prematurely. This could be a thermostat
problem, a loose wire connection problem, a high or low-pressure system switch problem or a
defrost control board problem. I would like to suggest that if you have not already to make sure
that all your wire connections are good and tight. A loose wire can cause high amperage draw
and send the wrong signals back to the thermostat. When your unit cuts off prematurely check
with a voltmeter to see if you are getting 24 to 28 volts AC between the Y and C com wires. If
you are not getting 24 volts between Y and C then it is the thermostat that is cutting your heat
pump off prematurely. Some of the thermostats are built to cycle every so many minutes of run
time. Your thermostat might be set to cycle every 20 minutes. Many thermostats have
instructions that come with the thermostat that tells you how to increase or decrease the
number of cycles. I hope this is a simple solution for you. If your thermostat has batteries make
sure the batteries are in top condition. Please let me know if you have any questions. I hope that
you find an easy inexpensive solution. Fantastic post. Thanks for the read. Quick question. One
is attached to the W and the other is attached to the R. There also seems to be a tiny u-shaped
hook that is connecting the R terminal with the wire to the RC terminal no wire. What does that
mean? Does that mean the one attached to the R is a C-wire? Thanks for any insight! Hi Mark!
The R to RC jumper wire is probably a factory-installed wire. If you had air conditioning you
would need the R to RC connection to provide power to the air conditioner side of the
thermostat. No sir, it is not a C common wire. The wire on the R terminal of your thermostat is
the power wire coming from your low voltage transformer and the other red wire goes to the gas
valve to provide power to the gas valve when your thermostat calls for heat. All that the
thermostat does is act like a single-pole switch. When the thermostat is calling for heat it makes
the connection between the R and W. When the thermostat is satisfied and your home is warm
enough the thermostat breaks the connection between the R and W wires. You can leave the
jumper between R and RC on or take it off. Thanks for your kind words and for asking this
question! Thanks for the incredibly thorough response, Steve! Much appreciated. What are your
thoughts on products like Venstar Add a Wire? Are they safe long-term? Or is it just best to
pony up and have an electrician come add a C-wire? Thanks again for the great advice! I am

sorry, but I do not know anything about the product Venstar Add a Wire. I would see if they have
any reviews about this product. We purchased it from Home Depot and it does not require the C
wire to run. The thermostat runs off batteries and I have to change the batteries about once a
year. We can control the thermostat from a SmartPhone or anywhere in the world if there is an
internet connection. Make sure that you get the one that does not require the C wire. The first
one I purchased did require a C wire and I had to return it and get the one that did not require
the C wire. I hope you can find one. God Bless you. Thanks in advance, Murray. Hi Murray! Yes,
you can connect the blue wire alongside of the C wire that goes out to your outdoor unit. That is
nice because many times thermostats only have 4 wire cable and you have to run new
thermostat wire to get the 5th common wire. I hope you get it up and running soon! Thank you
for the very quick response Steve. Happy New Year, Murray. Thanks so much, Murray! Happy
New Year to you as well! God Bless you and your family today and always! Hi TAreef! I am
sorry, but I have never installed one of the Nest thermostats and I am not familiar with the
installation. I am very sorry that I can not help you out or give you any advice. Hi Ceasar! Some
thermostats require a jumper wire between these two terminals on the thermostat. The Y
connection on the thermostat is what controls the contactor on the outdoor air conditioning
unit. If you would like to send me pictures of your wiring, please do at our email arnoldservice
gmail. I will be glad to take a look at the wiring and give you my recommendations. I hope you
can easily find and fix the problem. The wires coming out of the wall are green, yellow, grey,
orange, red, and black. The ones on my thermostat are green, yellow, grey, white, red, and blue.
Any ideas on wiring the wall wires into the new thermostat? Hi Megan! I am very sorry, but I
have no idea how to wire your thermostat. I would like to suggest that you find where the wires
terminate at your air handler or furnace. On most thermostats, if you tie the red, green and white
wires together with a wire nut you should get heat. Like I say I would suggest that you trace the
different color wires that come out of your wall back to the air handler or furnace and see what
each wire controls. So sorry that I can not be of any help. Now verify your grey out of wall is
heat at your furnace W and your black out of wall is C at your furnace. Make sure that the wires
that you are connecting to your thermostat match the wire placement that are connected in your
furnace. For example, in your furnace a white wire might be connected where the G is, but when
you look in your thermostat, the white wire is connected in the W slot. I hope this makes sense,
and also helps you. I received a new smart thermostat from my electric company and am trying
to figure out how to wire it correctly. I have an electric heat pump with an O changeover. I took a
picture of the old wire and all but one transfer easily. I have this current set up. All of them can
transfer except of the White-E. My new thermostat does not have an E terminal and I am
struggling to figure out where to connect it. Would I connect it to the AUX terminal? I assume
that with no E terminal, the new thermostat does not have the ability to run in emergency heat
mode It has only been run in emergency mode when the heat pump was down. Hi Scott! Yes, I
would think that you would connect the White to the Aux terminal. On most heat pump wiring,
the white is the 1st stage of electric heat and black is usually emergency or the 2nd stage of
electric heat. If your old thermostat had the black wire on O terminal then I would keep the black
on the O for the reversing valve terminal. I hope everything works out well for you. Hi, I
appreciate your time. I purchased a Wifi thermostat and I have a basic understanding of the
wiring but I have a couple of issues:. Inside the air handler I have the white wire spliced to
another white, the yellow spliced to another yellow, the red on the R 24 v and the green on the
Green. Is this all screwed up or does it make sense and once I solve my C wire issue it will all
work out on the WIFI unit if I follow the instruction and do not jump anything except the R and
RW. I have a blue C unused wire but it is not hooked up anywhere on either end. That B terminal
does not have power it should not, right? I am very sorry, but without being there to see where
the wires terminate I have no idea where the wires go or what they do. You will need to trace
down each one of the wires to see what they control. I would like to suggest that you go down
to your air handler and write down what each color wire controls. Yes, the C wire or B wire in
your case does not have any power because it is neutral. You should be getting 24 volts AC
between the C and R connections R red is the power wire from your low voltage transformer
and C COM is the neutral of your low voltage transformer. The thermostat is like a light switch
and switches on and off between the red power wire and other wires on the thermostat. When
your heat pump thermostat calls for cooling the thermostat switches power on from Red to Y
outdoor contactor Red to G indoor blower relay Red to O reversing valve solenoid. W1 and W2
are usually auxiliary electric heaters that would be used in the winter for electric heat. I know
what rule of thumb is on the wiring, but from your description of how the old thermostat is wired
it does not sound like rule of thumb. If you have any specific questions please send them to our
email address arnoldservice gmail. I love to hear your confidence! You can do it! I just replaced
my thermostat, the new one has batteries and does no have a slot for the blue wire. What do I

do with the blue wire.? Hi Buben! If your new thermostat does not have a C common wire
connection and it runs off batteries then I would recommend taping the blue wire off so it does
not touch any other wires or parts of the thermostat. After taping with electrical tape I would
recommend stuffing it back behind the thermostat out of the way of other wires. You do not
want this common wire to touch any other wires or parts of the thermostat because this could
cause a direct short and burn up your thermostat and any other low voltage components. I hope
the thermostat works well for you. Hello sir. I recently purchased a new Honeywell Wi-Fi smart
thermostat. The blue wire is tied to yellow slot of the old Tstat. My new thermostat Cooling will
not kick on, once wire are connected to the new thermostat. I traced the yellow wire into the
furnace and the yellow wire is not connected to anything. Can you please advise. I am sorry, but
I do not know how they have wired your old thermostat and I do not know how the Honeywell
Wi-Fi thermostat is supposed to be wired. Most of the new thermostats require a 5th common
wire. If you have 5 wires available that you can use then you should be able to hook the
common up on your C terminal on your control board and use the new thermostat. If you do not
have 5 wires then you will either have to run new 5 wire cable or get another thermostat that can
run off batteries and does not require the common connection. I have a Sensi Wifi thermostat
that does not require a 5th common wire and it does a great job. Sorry that I can not be of much
help. It is hard to make recommendations when I can not see how your thermostat is hooked up
both at the thermostat and down at your furnace control board. If I advise you wrong I could
burn up many of your controls and cause lots of damage. Sorry that I can not be much help. Hi I
bought a new smart thermostat and cant figure out the wiring as the letters are different and
from what I read you cant trust the colors! Any help would be greatly appreciated my old
thermostat has 11 terminals with 9 wires connected and my new one has 9 terminals. I can also
send a picture of both if that helps, thanks. Hi Cathal! It would be a guess to me as to where the
wires on the new thermostat attach if you did not take a picture of the wiring on the old
thermostat before removing it from the wall. You would need to look and read the instructions
that came with the new thermostat to make sure it is wired properly. If you would like to send
me pictures you can to our email address: arnoldservice gmail. I hope you can easily get the
wiring figured out after watching the videos. I hope you have a great and blessed weekend! This
Shawn I have question new unit I got heat strips that unit has black wire blue wire white wire
green and red then from ac outside has yellow and blue were do these go on thermostat. I can
tell you what the rule of thumb normal wiring would be, but I strongly recommend that you make
sure that my recommendations are going to the right controls. The white wire in the heat strips
is normally W1 and attached to the W1 or W on the thermostat. Green on the heat strip unit
normally is the fan relay wire on the air handler and would attach to the G terminal on the
thermostat. Red on the heat strip unit is usually the Hotwire off the low voltage transformer and
would go to the R connection on the thermostat. The Blue wire on the heat strip unit is normally
the Common wire on the low voltage transformer and would go to the C connection on the
thermostat. I hope you can get the thermostat wired correctly. There should be instructions that
come with the thermostat. Hope you have a great day! I guess there might be an electric heat
element in the air handler? I have a separate boiler for heat, connected to a separate thermostat.
Thanks for your advice. Hi Karl! If any of the 4 wires are not being used then you can use the
one that is not being used as a C common wire for your new thermostat. Most of the time R to Y
controls the outdoor AC contactor. The R to G controls the fan blower relay on the air handler or
furnace. R and W control the electric heat or gas valve. If the W wire is not hooked up to
anything then you could use it for the C wire. I did not want to run a 5th wire so I took the
thermostat back to Home Depot that required a 5th common wire and purchase a White-Rodger
Sensi thermostat that does not require a 5th wire and runs off the batteries. I have had one of
the White-Rodger Sensi thermostats installed at my home for over 2 years and it works really
well with only 4 wires. I hope you have a great weekend! Steve, maybe you can help me with
this. I was messing around with my thermostat and accidentally pulled a little bridge cable that I
know came from the Yellow section to another cable that was being used. The AC is not coming
in cold now. My set up only has Yellow, Red, Green, Blue and white. Just trying to figure out
where that bridge went to. Hi Juan! R is the volt power wire and if you do not have the jumper
installed you will only get heating RH or if you only have the red wire on RC you would only get
cooling. Most thermostats energize the reversing valve in the cooling mode. If you have a
Rheem or Ruud outdoor unit the reversing valve is energized in the heating mode and of
course, this would cause heating if your thermostat is not set right. Brand new modular home!!
The current thermostat has 6 wires connected, but at the boiler in the basement it looks like the
plumber only used the Red and White wires the other wires are just cut off in the sheathing.
Thanks so much for all your great advice! Hi Paula! Yes, that is what I would assume to and that
would be to connect the Red and White wires up since those are the only two wires you have.

Sorry that I can not be more helpful. I will fire this up so keep your fingers crossed for me!
Thanks for all this great advice! I was wondering if you could help me? I just finished a modular
home so a thermostat was installed in the factory, and then after the boxes were set the
plumber installed a boiler for the forced hot water baseboard system. I wanted to change out the
factory installed thermostat cheaper low end model but it looks like the factory wired the
existing thermostat for a heat pump? The new thermostat has a Y, G,W, and R, which I think is
probably the set up for a good old fashioned boiler? Please let me know what you think. I am
sorry, but I do not know how to advise you on changing to your new thermostat. I am afraid that
I will advise you wrong and burn up something. Here is a link to a good video about wiring up a
heat pump thermostats. I am removing an,old carrier mercury thermostat that has w,y,r,g
wiresâ€¦AND a short red wire that goes from yellow to 1. I will him the colirs above to the
same,on the new honeywell digital but do I need that red wire from Yellow to 1? There is no 1 on
the honeywell digitalâ€¦just r and rc. Hi Dfour! I am sorry, but I have no idea what the yellow wire
to 1 is for. I do not know what the 1 on the thermostat is for. Green or G usually controls the fan
relay or blower motor and Red, R is usually the hot wire off the transformer. Most of the time
you will need to use a jumper between R and RC so the air conditioner will work. I hope you can
find out. So there is a total of 3 wires. I connected the hot black wire to W terminal and red wire
to R, and taped the end of the non-hot black wire without connecting to any terminal. It seems to
be either on or off but not being controlled by the set temperature point. Please help. Thanks,
Trung. Hi Trung! I would recommend that you trace the wires down at your furnace to see which
colored wire terminates because if you accidentally wire the thermostat up wrong it could
damage your heating or cooling system. Red is usually the hot wire off the volt power supply of
the low voltage transformer. You would need to see where these three wires terminate to be
safe. It would be a guess for me if I tried to advise you. Replaced the ignitor as well. Now when
its cycling thru heat the fan keeps going constantly. Pass the heat exchanger cool down period.
Have 4 wires going to New Thermostat, suggestion? Hi Shane! I would like to suggest that you
make sure that your furnace is not going off on high limit. You can check the limit to make sure
that the furnace is not overheated by testing with a voltmeter. This would cause the furnace
blower to run all the time. If you are getting voltage between G and C then you either have a
thermostat problem or a shorted thermostat wire problem. You could try taking the G wire off
the thermostat and see if the blower still runs all the time. If the blower stops then you know
that you have a thermostat problem. This could also be a stuck relay on your control board and
you might need a new control board. I hope you can easily find and fix the problem soon. I am
replacing an old mercury thermostat for upstairs air flow. The old had the white wire connecting
to Y, black wire connecting to R, and a ground wire connecting to GRD. Is this correct? Hi Mr.
Please make sure that the old thermostat that you are replacing is a volt thermostat. I have
heard of thermostats having a common wire which is the other side of the volt transformer. Red
on the low voltage transformer would be the hot wire and C, common would be the neutral side
of the volt transformer. Yes, If you wire it up like the old thermostat you are replacing you would
wire white to Y and black wire to R. With this wiring configuration you are not going to have any
heating because W would be the connection to turn the heat on. I hope you do not need any
heat. It has w c g y r terminals. My old thermostat has only two wires, one black one white.
Inside the furnace I have no w c g y r terminals. I see where the black and white wires are
connected. I also see a 24 volt terminal and a ground terminal. I need to know where to connect
the wires on both ends. Thank you. Hi John! Since you only have two wires on your furnace and
no R, C, W, Y and G terminals on your furnace control board then depending on how old the
furnace is you might not have a fan relay and it does not look like you have air conditioning set
up on your furnace because if you did you would have a G connection and a Y connection at
least 4 wires. If the thermostat does not require a C common wire the neutral side of the
transformer then you could just use the 2 wires. If you plan on adding air conditioning in the
future you would need a minimum of 4 wires and if the new wifi thermostat requires a common
C wire then you would need 5 wire cable. I hope you can get it figured out soon. I have a
honeywell THDV thermostat. I want to replace it with a smart thermostat. I have R with jumper
,W,Y. There is a wire designated C and is labeled common. This says I should be in good shape.
I tried to read 24VAC across it to the R wire. It does not show a voltage. Is this normal? Hi
Denny! R is the power wire from the transformer and C is the common or neutral wire.
Electricity runs from the power wire to Common or neutral. So if you do not have a common
wire you will not get 24 volts at the thermostat. If the new thermostat does not require the 5th
common wire then you will not have to worry about getting the common hooked up. I hope you
understand what I tried to explain. Thanks for asking this question. They had removed the old
thermostat before I got there, thinking it would speed up the process. Hi Nathan! The wires
should be looked at to see where they originate. If this is hooked up wrong it could burn up the

thermostat and many low voltage controls. The Blue is very important to know where it
originates because the common on the transformer if hooked up wrong can burn up lots of
costly low voltage parts. I suggest that you trace where the wires original to be safe. Hi Steve I
am replacing an old mercury analog thermostat with a new analog thermostat no mercury There
are only 2 wires, one Red and one Black. I unfortunetly did not take a picture of how it was
hooked up before taking it apart. I hooked up the new one with Red to R and Black to Y. But
when I turn up the heat nothing is happening. Is it possible that the Black should be hooked up
to the R? I live in a condo that has Hot water heat. The heating store that I bought the
thermostat at checked on the computer to be sure I was replacing with the proper model.
Honeywell TL carm Thanks. Hi Carmel! I hope you get it working right soon! The control box is a
THMC and the wiring is set up as a 3 wire control which is what is required on the THC and it is
marked 1,2,3. The RTH has more wires and in the wiring diagrams in the book shows no 1,2,3
and is set up with the multi wire system. Hi Chris! Thanks for asking this question, but I am
sorry, I do not know the answer because I am not familiar with the two thermostats. I would
suggest that you contact Honeywell technical support and ask them your question. So sorry
that I can not help you out! All the fans inside and outside are running fine though. Any
suggestions? Hi Conor! Thank you so very much for your kind words! If you are not getting 24
volts between those wires then you have either a thermostat problem or a thermostat wire
problem. If you want to by-pass the thermostat then, you could turn the power off to your
furnace. Take all the wires loose from your thermostat. Tie or twist the R, Y and G wires
together, turn the power back on to your furnace and the air conditioner and furnace blower
should blow. If not then you may have damaged the fan relay on your control board. I hope you
can find and fix the problem soon. I would suggest that you try to trace down where the yellow
and white wires terminate in your furnace, air conditioner or air handler. Since you say the
yellow and white wire are on the same W terminal then this would indicate that who ever wired
the thermostat wanted the heat and the outdoor unit to come on at the same time. Usually the W
white wire controls the electric heat or gas valve and the Y wire yellow usually controls the
outdoor heat pump or air conditioning unit. If you have a heat pump then maybe your
thermostat is wired to cut the electric heat on with the outdoor heat pump unit. I strongly
suggest that you trace and find out where the yellow and white wires are going to see what they
are controlling. I hope you can easily find and solve the problem. Can I use any replacement
thermostat. Hi Russ! I am sorry, but I do not understand how 3 wires can control both a furnace
and an air conditioner. To me you would need at least 4 wires for a thermostat that controls
heating and cooling. As in the post. R is the hot wire from the hot side of the low voltage
transformer. G attaches to the fan relay to turn the fan on when the air conditioner is on W white
turns the gas valve on in heating mode and Y yellow would turn the out door air conditioning
unit on. I am sorry that I do not have any suggestions because to me you do not have enough
low voltage thermostat wires. I am installing a new smart thermostat. Hi Andrew! Most
electronic thermostats do not require a 5th wire because most you can use the batteries to run
the thermostat. On many of these thermostats if you want the thermostat to light all the time
then it will need the Common wire. If the 5th wire is not connected to anything in the furnace
then I would recommend leaving it disconnected. So you probably have 4 wires connected: R
red the power wire from the thermostat W white wire to control the heat or attached to the gas
valve, G green wire controls the fan relay to turn the fan off and on and B blue wire connected to
the C common terminal on the control board I hope this helps you out. My old thermostat is
techy. The blue and green wires were wrapped up and not used. The red and white were
screwed connected to the back panel. Additional red and black wires were screwed into panel
and plastic connector at other end plugged them into what looks like a motherboard. Replacing
it with a Honeywell RHT I moved the switch from gas or oil to electric or heat pump. I used a
paperclip for the jump wire. Hope you have idea! Sorry to hear you are having trouble wiring up
your new thermostat. I sounds like that you are saying that only the red and white wires were
used on your old thermostat which usually means that your old thermostat was a heating only
thermostat. The red wire is the power wire from your low voltage transformer and the white wire
controls the gas valve to start the heating cycle. Sounds like the other wires might not be
hooked up. You will need to trace each of the thermostat wires down to see what each color
wire controls. I would suggest checking the fuse. Ever seen anything like this? You would need
to trace the wires down and make sure the thermostat is wired right or it could burn up many of
the low voltage controls if not wired properly. Sometimes when installers connect the air
conditioner up they do not join the wires at the control board, but join them away from the
control board with wire nuts. I would suggest that you find out which two wires go to your
outdoor AC unit. The AC is controlled by the Y terminal connection on the thermostat and the
other wire that leads out to your AC unit has to be connected to the C com terminal in order to

get 24 volts to make the contactor engage. I hope you can get the wiring figured out and
corrected. I just bought a Honeywell thermostat to replace the old one. The old one had only
three wires connectedâ€¦. The white was connected to the yellow terminal. Now for the problem.
I attached the wires exactly the way they came off but only got cold air. I switched the white to
the white terminal and got heat. How do I connect my compressor now? I would suggest going
to the furnace and see how they have connected the thermostat wires to the control board. I do
not know how to advise you because in every thermostat that is a gas furnace and has air
conditioning the thermostat would need 4 wires. Red hot low voltage wire Green the fan relay
wire White the heat or gas valve wire and Y the air conditioner contactor wire. Sorry that I can
not give you any advice. I hope you can figure it out by watching the videos we have at the
bottom of this post. Just bought a Honeywell replacing the old Honeywell. All the thermostats
that I have installed over the years have had a W, W1 or W2 connections. I just bought a
Honeywell thermostat but my wire has red yellow green and black, how do I wire my black wire.
Thank you so much. More than likely the black wire is the heat W connection, but I would make
sure by going down to the furnace and see where the black wire connects on the control board.
In a normal thermostat set up the red is the R power wire, Green is the G fan wire and yellow is
the Y outdoor air conditioner contactor wire. So the only one left would be the W usually white
gas valve wire. It is always a good idea to take a picture before removing wires from a
thermostat or a furnace. I do this to make sure I get things wired back up right. I learned to do
this from my mistakes! Hi Silvia! I would suggest that you take the furnace or air handler blower
door off and see where the wires are attached on the control board. Most of the time Red R is
the hot wire from the low voltage transformer. White W controls the heat or gas valve and you
would have to see where Blue is attached on the control board. It could go to G green which
would control the fan or it could be a C common wire which attaches to the common on the
transformer or Y which attaches to the contactor on the air conditioner if you have air
conditioning. If you have air conditioning then more than likely the Blue wire is attached to the Y
connection which turns the AC off and on. I hope I have answered your question. Your email
address will not be published. Place your order today! We would love to have your business! If
you are looking for an HVAC products supplier that will treat you the way you should be treated,
turn to us. We carry a huge range of brand name items that can be purchased online. If you ever
experience a problem with any of your orders, contact us right away and we will make it right.
Previous post: Problem: My AC heat pump unit
starter for jeep grand cherokee 2005
ebay lights
1998 mercedes benz
makes a humming noise even when it is not running? Next post: Problem: My 24 volt
transformer continues to burn up. This is the second transformer. What could be the problem?
Steve Arnold. Rick Elmore. Ray Becker. Jossy macknil. Jim Benton. Good day! Estevam
Marques. If you can help me, I appreciate it very much. Mike R. Thanks for your assistance.
Heather Trahan. Mark Allen. Murray D. Ceasar Hales. I purchased a Wifi thermostat and I have a
basic understanding of the wiring but I have a couple of issues: 1. Cathal Moore. Sjon Shaw.
Thank You! I followed exactly how the previous one was connected as the following. Paula
Kozak. Hi Steve, Brand new modular home!! I hope it works! Thank you again for all your help!
Trung H. Shane Cross. Bobette Burdick. Chris Vickers. Thanks in advance. Russ Ferguson.
Thanks very much for your response! Mine only has three also but the colors are white red n
blue what color goes to what. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published.

